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I. ABSTRACT 
"Total Systems Development" is a methodology for system 
development which provides for a planned, controlled and 
organized environment. It is a phased approach, 
encompassing all stages of a system life-cycle. Each phase 
is a controlled step-by-step iterative learning process. 
TSO divides its development activities into ten phases. 
The initial phases are "proposal", "feasibility", and 
''definition". The design phases are "preliminary design" 
and "detail design". When system desiin is complete, the 
"testing" and "conversion" can begin. After the system is 
implemented and until the system is retired at the end of 
its 1 He-cycle, the "operation", "evaluation", and "support 
and maintenance" pha1es are continuou1ly active. 
For each pha1e, a 1et of activities and a set of 
required output product, are defined, By following tho1e 
guidolines for 1y1toms d1velopment. TSO will provide 1 
planned. organized and controlled environment. 
The phased approach of TSD provide• for I gradual 
co111111itaont of rt1ource1. Nanageaent approval i1 requirtd 
be!oro continuing to tho next phast. TSO i1 also an 
iterative process. Whtn within tht dtYtlopmont or any 
pha,,. ,r the 1y1t•= obj1ctivo1 and/o~ requ~rtatnt, wtrt :o 
chJ"J'· dtVtlcp=tnt t!!ort uould r~turn ~c I prior pn111 1nd 
h1,1n 1g1,n, iht outpu? product, o! ont ph110 1ro ultd 11 
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inputs to the next phase. 
TSD pays particular attention to the development of the 
personnel subsystem as well as the computer subsystem. In 
order to coordinate the application of man and machine to 
achieve a started goal, both subsystems must be analyzed. 
All the people-related aspects of the human/machine system 
must be identified. This not only includes people but also 
their tasks, tools, training and all products created for 
their use. 
TSD also pays particular attention to project 
management. The system development effort requires a 
manager capable of maintaining control over the resources 
while planning the overall project. A project manager 
requires communication skills capable of relating to upper 
management as well as to project team members. 
Other system development methodologies do not provide 
for the 
as TSO. 
critical 
planned, organized and controlled environment such 
Also, other philosophies do not always consider the 
aspects of a personnel subsystem and project 
m1n1gemont. 
II. INTRODUCTION 
A system is a set of interrelated elements working 
within an established framework of steps to accomplish 
predetermined goals. Usually, the interrelated elements 
consist of 
procedures. 
a combination of people, equipment, and 
The predetermined goals can range from the 
simple objective of having your shoelaces tied to the 
complex objective of landing a lunar spacecraft. 
Systems exist all around us. Some systems have 
naturally evolved and we are still studying their elements 
and functions, such as the human nervous system and the 
solar system. But we also create systems to satisfy our 
needs, such as the heating system in our homes and the 
charge card systems in our department stores. 
This report examines some development techniques 
required for a system. Although the development 
philosophies discussed can be applied to any type of system, 
attention will be focused on large computer-based 
information system• designed to meet business objectives. 
The success of a business depends on its system,. Good 
systems provide accuracy while ainimizing time and money. 
To crnte such 1y1tea1, good development akilh are 
roqui:od. The foundation of a good 1y1to= is built by total 
thorou1h du i sn. 
Sovorol ph,lo1ophio1 oxiat for 1y1tom dovolopmont. 101111 
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of which separate development activities into steps or 
phases. The philosophy chosen for study is referred to as 
"Total System Development" (TSO) as formulated by Frank G. 
Kirk and adapted by the Bell System of A T & T. TSO 
segments its activities into phases, requiring management 
approval for each phase, and allows for interaction and 
reiteration between phases. Also TSO pays particular 
attention to the personnel subsystem as well as the computer 
subsystem and provides guidelines to insure proper project 
management. 
III. THE PHASED APPROACH 
An information system project is a one-time effort with 
specific objectives, beginning with the identification of 
system objectives and ending when the system is operational 
and those objectives have been met, Various personnel 
skills are required to solve the technical and 
administrative problems while controlling the cost, quality 
and effectiveness of the system, 
Total system development consists of phased system 
development work. Each phase is a planned, organized, and 
controlled step-by-step process requiring the availability 
of specific personnel skills. 
The initial phases of TSO are the "proposal", 
"feasibility" and "definition" phases. The "proposal" phau 
identifies the project objectives, defining the problems to 
be 1olved or the user netda to be satisfied. During the 
"feuibility0 phaat, the benefits of the propoHd system and 
the resources roquirod to develop the syste• are studied in 
order to justify co .. itatnt to the project. The 
"definition'' phase 1tudiH what the syltea is to accoaplish 
by definin& the outputs. inputs, and other syst•• 
interfacta. 
Tht r11ult1 of th• initial ph11ea provide tho b .. ia for 
tho ''pro! iain1ry d11i1n"" and "dtUi: dH11r.' ph11H. Durin& 
the "prohainary doli1n" phan. d11i1n option, are 
- s .. 
identified, analyzed and selected. The system functions are 
also identified and allocated to the personnel subsystem and 
the computer subsystem. The "detail design" phase consists 
of the same functional analysis as does the "preliminary 
design" phase, but in greater detail. 
After the system coding is complete and the 
documentation and manuals are 
is begun. Once the system 
prepared, the "testing" phase 
is thoroughly tested, the 
"conversion" phase can begin, in which the new 
installed and any replaced systems are retired. 
system is 
Then there 
is the "operation" phase, which continuously monitors system 
performance and the "evaluation" phase which continuously 
evaluates system performance. The last phase is the 
"suppor-t and maintenance" phase, which provides for 
modifications, repairs and preventive maintenance of the 
system. 
Total system development decomposes its development 
activities into ten phases (figure 1). Each phase consists 
of a atep-by-step controlled learning proce11 providing for 
gradual commitment. The following section, vill examine 
each phase in detail. 
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IV. PROPOSAL PHASE 
The "proposal" phase is the project initiation phase, 
which formally states the objectives and requirements 
associated with an identified problem or opportunity. Some 
conditions indicating the need for a new or modified system 
include operational problems, economic squeezes, scientific 
and technological breakthroughs, future business trends, 
competition, customer demands, service expansion, and new 
laws and regulations. 
Whatever the condition indicating the needs, the 
"proposal" phase identifies the problem/ opportunity and 
provides recommendation for the commitment of resources. 
The output document of the phase is the ''project initiation 
request". This report includes: 
- description of current situation 
- nature and scope of proposed effect 
- estimated benefits of new system 
- estimated costs of new system 
- relationship of effort to long-range plans 
- administration information (for approvals 
and n11otiation1 purpo111). 
Thia ''project initiation requt1t .. ii 1ubmittod to m1n1g11111nt 
for approval prior to pr1codin1 to tho noxt ph111, th, 
"fo11ibi lity'' ph11e. 
Al 1tat1d earlier. rso conliden the poraonntl 
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subsystem as well as the computer subsystem. During this 
phase, human factors must be considered. Basic human 
performance solutions must be examined before starting a 
system development effort. This can be done by reviewing 
the reports and studies concerning the current situation, 
identifying the problems and opportunities, and briefly 
checking to see if a new manual procedure, form design, or 
performance aid will satisfy the needs. To assure that the 
proposed system does not cause serious human performance 
problems, the current major functions must be reviewed and 
discussed with existing users and management. Similar 
systems should be researched and all the data collected must 
be evaluated so that human performance problems can be 
identified. Any human factor problem/opportunities 
idtmtified must be documented in the "project initiation 
request". 
Figure 2 shows the major activities associatec with the 
"proposal" phase. 
PROPOSAL PHASE ACTIVITIES 
Prepare Project Initiation Request which includes; 
1. description of current situation 
2. nature and scope of proposed system 
3. estimated costs and benefits of proposed system 
4. relationships to long-range plans 
5. administrative information (for 
approval and negotiation purposes). 
Submit Project Initiation Aoquest Eor managoaont 
£or approval to proceed to tho Foa1ibiJity Pha10. 
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V. FEASIBILITY PHASE 
The major activities of the "feasibility" phase are 
identification of user needs, identification of the problems 
and opportunities, creation of alternative solutions, 
development of a system model and economic analysis. These 
activities will provide the information necessary to prepare 
the "feasibility" report" to supply to management for 
approval of further development work. 
Typically, management has several systems proposals to 
consider. To properly evaluate one system proposal against 
others pending, necessary information must be supplied. In 
general, this consists of the identification of a need, a 
demonstration of how the proposed system will satisfy that 
need, and the feasibility of the proposed system in torms of 
costs and restrictions. 
To identify uu:- needs, the users must first be 
identified, This includes what type of user (professional, 
bluo collar, etc.), what equipment they use, what activities 
they perform. and their relationships with other usors. All 
proa11umption1 for/by tho usor1 must bo idtntifiod and 
docuaonltd, Each ustr spuk& his own "jargon" or language. 
Tht terms used in their vocabulary aust bt clearly defined 
tQ racilitat, c:0Dzunication1. 
During thu phuo, the 1;•1:t= ooj,c::i• .. u mu1! bt 
c:t,arly dt!&ntd. ih,10 10111 nu1: be un1aba1uou1ly 1t1tod 
and be detailed to such a level so that the proposed 
system's capabilities can be measured. Performance 
specifications and system specifications, such as operating 
costs, turnaround times, accuracy, availability, 
flexibility, security, 
defined. 
capacity and efficiency, must be 
The resources and constraints relevant to the system 
development must be identified. The resources are the 
capabilities available to the system which include hardware, 
software, personnel, supplies, facilities and money. The 
constraints are the limits of the resource capabilities. 
Several areas must be examined to gather data for 
resource/constraint analysis. These areas include: 
- previous systems and their documentation 
- state-of-the-art (vendor/trade publications) 
- organizational charts and descriptions 
- long rang, plans 
- financial reports 
- job descriptions 
- legal and regulatory docuaont1 
- union contract 1gr11a1nt1. 
Exaaination of each area viii provide tht data 
n1c1111ry to 11t liait1 on tho r11ourco1. Alao. 1 
ro1ourc1/con1tr1int a1trix. dtpic:,n, tht r1l1tion1h1p1 
bttuoon ~,ch r11curct/con1tr1in~. can bt dtVt!cpod !or 
ov1lu1tion1. For tho,, which roquart ch1ngo troa currtnl 
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practices, a plan for change must be prepared. 
In addition to identifying user needs, the current 
environment must be analyzed so that the operating 
environment of the proposed system can be defined, The 
initial inputs, outputs and functions of the proposed system 
must also be identified and defined. Alternative system 
models can be developed. Analysis of each model, with its 
user implications defined, can lead to a selection of the 
most optimal model. 
In order to select the optimal model, several areas 
must be considered. The start-of-the-art technology must be 
examined to insure that the system specifications do not 
exceed the capability of current technology. User impact 
must also be identified, this includes business 
implications, organizational implications, and customer 
implications. 
Personnel planning considerations must be identified. 
For the personnel subsystem, there are three main 
considerations which are personnel requirements, man/machine 
interface requirements, and personnel training requirements. 
Alao, an 1naly1ia of development, maintenance and 
operational coat• must be aadt, 
After th••• areas are considered, an optimal model can 
bt soloctod and tht "f~a,ibility" rtport !or that modtl can 
be prepared for canagemont and uaor appro~al. This report 
should include 1y1t1• objtctivos, 1poci!jc1tion1. rosourc11. 
- 13 -
. --.. 
constraints, functions and capabilities along with user 
impact and economic analysis and development time/cost 
estimates. 
Figure 3 shows the maJor activities associated with the 
"feasibility" phase. 
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FEASIBILITY PHASE ACTIVITIES 
Analyze current environment 
Identify problems and opportunities 
Determine users and user needs 
Determine system objectives 
Determine assumptions, resources and constraints 
Develop alternative system models 
Prepare economic analysis 
Prep~re recommendations 
Prepare Feasibility Report 
Submit Feasibility Report to management for 
approval to proctctd to the Oo!inition Phuo, 
- lS -
VI. DEFINITION PHASE 
In the 
opportunities 
"feasibility'' phase, the problems and 
were identified, the user needs were 
determined, and resources and constraints were examined so 
that a system model can be selected, In the process of 
selecting that model, general input, output and functional 
requirements were defined along with economic analysis. All 
this information was documented in the "feasibility" report 
submitted for project approval, 
Once approval has been granted, the next phase is the 
"definition" phase. In this phase, the system input 
requirements, output requirements and functions must be 
defined in greater detail. Also, more detailed analysis 
must be done for data conversion considerations and system 
control/reliability requirements. A definition phase report 
is then submitted for approval before further design work. 
Included in the feasibility report approved wore 
manpower and resource requireaonta, in particular the 
requirement, for the definition ph11e. Tht firat activity 
or thi1 pha1t it to 1stabli1h tht devolop•ent team •• 
1pecifi1d. Tht extr,atly critical appointaent ia that or 
tht project 111n1ger. Tht project aan111r must bt ablt to 
?lan. organizt, and control lht 1ntir1 project dovelopatnt. 
In order to providt Cht required oxptr~11t, tht tea= ~oabor, 
aay bt 1,1,cttd !roa various or11nizAtion1. anclud&ng 
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outside services, and necessary training must be provided. 
Also, secretaries and clerk services must be identified and 
assigned. 
The next activity is to define and document the system 
limits. When determining the system limits, stretch the 
limits to their natural boundaries, do not be misled by 
boundaries placed on other or prior systems. 
Data conversion techniques must be identified and data 
collection plans must be initiated. Several techniques 
exists such as job inventory analysis and critical incident 
analysis. The job inventory technique uses a written 
questionnaire for each employee. The questions pertain to 
tasks performed, machinery used, and skills/knowledge 
required for the job. The data analysis provides job skills 
analysis, selection, matching, identification and training. 
The critical incident technique requires the existence of a 
current system. The outstanding successful and unsuccessful 
occurrences of human behavior are compiled and analyzed for 
identifying human characteristics important for a particular 
job, 
The next activity is to defint 1y1tom input 
rtquiremonta, output requirements, and !unction,. Thtso 
aroa, wue uomined in tho "feui bi li ty" phau, but aust bt 
ruxainod in tho "dt!initicn .. phau to provide for mon 
dotai lod 1nalj'111. Tho 1n1ly1is cu,: bo H co~ai lo«: u 
po11iblt vithout con1tr1ining 1y1t1D d11i1n. Aro11 1uch 11 
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information content, common language code, frequency, 
accuracy, volume, retention, peak loads, and cycle periods 
must be examined. Input origins and output destinations 
must be identified. 
Once inputs and outputs are 
functions which transform inputs to 
identified, the system 
outputs can be defined. 
Functional analysis should define "what will be done" versus 
"how it will be done". The dependencies and relationships 
between functions must also be identified and examined. 
After the input, output, and functional analysis is 
complete, an initial data entity overview can be prepared 
which consists of all the data entities required by the 
system. This will serve as a foundation for the logical 
data base design. Also, each data entity should be 
identified and defined, along with its frequency, accuracy, 
and relationships to other entities. 
After these activities are complete, a "definition" 
report is prepared containing the information compiled in 
this phase. Again, this report is submitted £or approval 
bofore preceding with any furthor development work. 
figure 4 shows the m1jor activities associated with the 
"definition" phase. 
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DEFINITION PHASE ACTIVITIES 
Establish development team 
Define system output requirements 
Define system input requirements 
Define system functions 
Determine data conversion considerations 
Determine system control and reiiability requirements 
Prepare data entity overview 
Propart Definition Phase Report 
Subait Definition Report to :anago~tnt for 
approval to proceed lo tho Proliainary Doaign Pha10. 
VII. PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
In the preliminary design phase, the analysis of the 
definition phase is used to make judgements and select 
design alternatives. The first task is to further develop 
the system model, which will be used to study and evaluate 
the subsystems. This model should represent the system as 
closely as possible and should be designed for maximum 
flexibility to allow for refinements and growth. 
At this stage, a system orientation manual should be 
prepared. This document is designed for users and upper 
management and· provides an overview of the system's purpose, 
capabilities and advantages. lt also contains system 
requirements for personnel, training, and other facilities. 
Also, the terms used should be defined in an attached 
glossary. This manual will be continuously updated during 
the design phases. The user reactions to thi1 manual \fill 
help to clear any mi1under1tanding1 and facilitate 
communications between users and de1igner1. 
The next tHk is that of "miuion analysis", which is 
tht analy1i1 of how ele•ont1 of the 1y1ttm interact during 
the coaplttion of ont or aore ta1k1. A ai11ion i1 divided 
into 101•1nt1. By dorivina and grouping th••• ••1••nt1. 
ca:h ao5a1nt'1 t!!tct on sy1tom ability can bt 1na!yztd. 
Sin:t on·linc roo1-tiat coaput1r1 1llo~ 1i=~!:anocu1 to1k.1. 
aa111on an1ly1i1 it 011ontial. lhll a:t,vily w,!1 continut 
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into the detail design phase. 
A plan for the personnel subsystem must be developed to 
meet PSS objectives and requirements. It must define the 
design activities for the preliminary design phase as well 
as for the following phases. It also will be continuously 
updated as development progresses. 
The operating environment for the proposed system must 
be examined. Communication capabilities, terminal 
accessibility, and real-time response requirements must be 
defined. Available software packages must be reviewed to 
determine what should be used to support the system. If 
packages are not available to satisfy the system objectives, 
these objectives must be modified and system development 
wi 11 return to the "proposal" phase. 
must be 
skills, 
A description of the manual environment 
developed. This 1hould include the relevant 
knowledge and experience expected to be available over the 
life span of the system. Also, labor market conditions 
should be considered. 
The defined sy1te• functions must be allocated to man 
and/or uachinea. Han i1 aort adaptable becau10 he haa the 
ability to apply ori1inality to varied and unexpected 
conditions. Machines havo 1pe1d 1 accuracy and the 
capability to handle rou:int. rtpttitive and largt·voluet 
taaks. 
Tht 1y1toa i, now 115atntod into 11p1ra:1 ontitit&, 
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This segmentation reduces the development effort into 
manageable parts. System segmentation should be based on 
the following factors; 
- nature of the system to be developed 
- resources and constraints 
- functional analysis 
- existing organization 
- required skills and knowledge, 
Each segment must be operationally, technically, and 
economically sound. 
After the development effort is segmented, the 
interface and interdependencies between entities must be 
determined, analyzing the functions, outputs and inputs 
within each entity. Design alternatives within the entity 
can also be developed, documented and cho1en. 
It is important to note that once the development 
effort is 1e3mented. a system configuration control group 
should be e1tablished. The duty of this group is to ensure 
that the 1um of the part• will equal the whole. !ht system 
design should bt frozen at the end 
order to aodify any sy1tem design 
control group aust be obtained. 
of each pha1e, and in 
authorization from the 
During the prtl iminary du ign ph111, 1 convtr1 ion plan 
:ht now and oli=inatt tht old ~i:hcut h1V;~, :1uat~ 1tvt:t 
:ttb1cka to :ho tonp1ny operat,on1. int dtt1~:, of tho 
• 22 • 
conversion plans 
inputs must be 
can impact system design. Initial system 
gathered, manipulated and stored. System 
interfaces must be thoroughly examined. A training plan 
must also be developed to provide for all personnel 
associated with the system. A conversion activity schedule 
must be developed and personnel and budget requirements must 
be analyzed. 
At the end of the 
is prepared containing 
"preliminary design" phase, a report 
information obtained from five 
studies, operational, technological, economical, 
reliability, and maintainability. The operational study 
examines the area of system usefulness and adaptability. 
The technological study examines current state-of-the-art 
capabilities. The economical study examines projected costs 
and savings. The reliability study examines system 
reliability and the maintainability study examines resource 
requirements for the operat i.onal system. The "preliminary 
design" report is then submitted to management for approval 
before continuing development in the ''detai I design" phase. 
Figure S shows tho aajor activities associated with the 
"preliminary d11ign" phase. 
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE ACTIVITIES 
Refine system model 
Prepare orientation manual 
Perform mission analysis 
Develop personnel subsystem plan 
Allocate man/machine functions 
Develop test, conversion and training plans 
Prepare technical, operational. economic, 
reliability and maintainability studies 
Prepare Preliminary Deaign Report 
Subait rrtliainary Oo1i1n Rtport to aanagoaont !or 
approval to procttd to tho Detail Design Ph110. 
VIII. DETAIL DESIGN PHASE 
The development effort in the "detail design" phase is 
separated into two areas, equipment design and manual 
design. The designers in each group can communicate and 
work simultaneously in developing the functional logic to 
complete the detail system design. The equipment designers 
develop the machine functions whereas the manual designers 
develop the logic of the manual functions of the personnel 
subsystem. 
The tasks of the manual functions are divided and 
grouped in~o manual work modules based upon information 
obtained from previous stages. Each task within each manual 
work module must be analyzed. Techniques for task analysis 
include decision analyais and contingency analysis. 
Decision analysis determine, i£ a decision must be made, and 
if so insures that the required information and functions 
exists to make that decision. Contingency analysis 
determine, if and when errors can occur and insures that 
provontive and corrective moans o! resolution art available, 
After tho t11k1 within tht manual work modulo1 are 
1naly1td, 1 final functional Clow chart and work manual 
diagram art dtvtloptd which detail tht functions and 
infor:1tion flow for tho tntirt 1y1t1:. Thost ch1rt1 and 
d~agrae1 wit! sorvo 11 dovolop=•n: 11 w,!t •• optrat,onal 
docuatn!1t,or. and wi!l bt uao~ lo anal}'Zt t~ainin, 
requirements. 
The equipment design must analyze the logic structures. 
Using functional analysis and input/output analysis, each 
function can be divided into components. After all 
functions are analyzed each component can be examined via 
decision tables and flow charts for common logic and data 
requirements so that logic modularization can be performed. 
All coding requirements and language needs should be 
identified and analyzed to minimize the special codes and 
languages required. Also, the data base requirements must 
be defined. 
Other system interface requirements must be determined. 
All current systems which provid~ input to the new system or 
require output from it must be examined. Also, all routines 
and procedures used by other systems that the new system 
will replace must be specified. 
After logic structure analy1i1 and data base 
requirement an1ly1i1 ia complete, tho logical data ba1e 
structure ia developed uaing inforeation obtained in this 
and previoua ph11e1. Data entity docuaentation must 1110 be 
developed. 
Requirea1nt1 auat be identified for te1tin1. recovery. 
1rror correction and adllini1trativ1 procedure,. Huaan 
onsinttrins char1cteri1tic1 auat be idtnti!itd to providt 
lUlli=ua ptraonntl o!toctiv1n111. co:for: ind 1a!oty. 
Equapaent rtquirtatntl, iuch II input/output d,,.•,ctt and 
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central processors, and hardware/software requirements, such 
as operating system and vendor packages, must be identified. 
At the completion of this phase, a "detail design" 
report must be compiled. This report will include the final 
function flowchart along with task diagrams and position 
descriptions. Also, plans for testing, training and 
recovery as well as requirement specifications for data 
bases, conversion, interfaces, 
hardware/software, reliability, human 
personnel must be included. 
administration, 
engineering and 
Figure 6 shows the major activities associated with the 
"detail design" phase. 
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DETAIL DESIGN PHASE ACTIVITIES 
Design manual procedures 
Design program logic 
Design data base, records and files 
Prepare communications network specifications 
Develop equipment and facilities specifications 
Develop hardware and software specifications 
Develop personnel requirements specifications 
Develop recovery and corrective procedures 
Develop training specifications 
Develop test plans for system verification, 
validation, and certification 
Prepare system performance specifications 
Develop detailed conversion plans 
Prepare Detail Design Report 
Submit Detail Design Report to management 
for approval to proceed to the Testing Phase. 
figure 6 
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IX. TESTING 
The next phase,. "testing" may have begun during the 
detail design phase. Since prior stages have developed test 
plans and procedures, the testing requirements have already 
been determined. 
Testing is most successful when each single design 
entity is tested in isolation before testing combinations of 
entities within the system. Each unit should be debugged in 
isolation before proceding to multiple unit transaction path 
testing. After testing all units and their transaction 
paths, system testing can be performed, 
It is usually helpful to test with valid data before 
testing with invalid data. Each system requirement must be 
proved as well as recovery and error correction procedures. 
All test results should be documented and certified for 
reliability, maintainability, control and security. 
Finally, an acceptance test should bt performed using 
''real live" data. Usually this tut includes a good 
sampling of the real data, versus all the data available, 
In the "testing" phue, all system documentation should 
bt finalized and 1tored in libraries. This includes 
adainiatrative, user and training manual,. 
At tht end of thi1 phase, tha teat report ~Jat bt 
pr1parod !or app:oval bt!orc continuing to tho ntxt ph111, 
"convoraiontt, Until thi1 po~nt, tht only ,!fort 1xp1ndod it 
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development effort and no new system has yet to be placed in 
the operating environment. So that management can make its 
decision, this report must indicate how the proposed system 
will meet its defined requirements. Also, the 
implementation plan should be included in this report. 
Figure 7 shows the major activities associated with the 
"testing" phase. 
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TESTING PHASE ACTIVITIES 
Perform single entity isolation testing 
Perform multiple unit transaction path testing 
Perform valid data testing 
Perform invalid data testing 
Perform acceptance testing 
Finalize system documentation 
Prepare Testing Report 
Submit Testing Report to manage~ent for 
approval to procetd to the Conversion Phase. 
Fi1urt 7 
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X. CONYERS ION 
After approval is received from the "test" report, the 
conversion phase can begin. The fully tested system is 
placed into operation. During this phase, machine records 
are created, personnel are trained, hardware is installed 
and new procedures are implemented. Due to the effort 
expended 1n prior stages, conversion should take place 
causing no serious business setbacks. 
The systems development group will be working to insure 
development objectives have been met while providing 
guidance and training to the user organization. 
Well-informed user management will help to eliminate the 
fear and 3nxiety of the user organization. 
This phase requires the conversion of several areas, 
such as physical facilities, data bases, system 
inputs/outputs, system interfaces, administrative procedures 
and personnel positions. 
Figure 8 shows the major activities associated with the 
"conversion" phue. 
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CONVERSION PHASE ACTIVITIES 
Convert forms and displays 
Convert data bases and files 
Install hardware, software and facilities 
Convert and/or install positions 
Perform system certification testing 
Prepare completion agreements 
Retire old systems 
Prepare Converaion Report 
Submit Conversion Report to manage~ent for approval 
to proceed to Operation and Evaluation Pha101. 
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XI. OPERATION 
The operation phase is not a development phase, however 
the system operation must be well managed in order to 
recognize problems effecting system performance. Areas such 
as new technology, other systems interface and personnel 
changes must be continuously monitored in order to avoid 
system degradation. 
XII. EVALUATION PHASE 
Once the system 1s operational, and throughout the 
system life-cycle, 
The results of 
performance measures must 
these evaluations ensure 
be evaluated. 
that 
requirements are continuously met and provide input 
system support and maintenance team. 
system 
to the 
Systems can have built in evaluation reports, such as 
cost, productivity, quality and utilization analysis 
reports. Another method of analysis should be via user 
interviews. It is the user who should have primary 
responsibility for system evaluation, however a group of 
personnel capable of analysing and solving the problems 
should also be available. 
System evaluations should be performed on a periodic 
basis, however several reasons, such as environmental 
changes and management requests, can initiate a request for 
evaluation. For each evaluation request received, a plan 
must be developed. Thi• plan mu1t consider the effect• of 
organizational, admini1trative and environmental impacts, as 
well 11 effects on per1onnel and hardware. 
Once a plan i1 developed. several areas mutt be 
analyzed. U1er objectives and 1y1tt• objective, must be 
rtvit"td II woll H 1y1tom documontltion. Coat analysis 
au1t bo porformod. Trainin, p1ck1g11 and peraonn•l 
roquiroaonta cuat alto bt reviewed. Tht hardware au1t bo 
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analysed and external factors must be considered. 
After these areas are evaluated, a report is submitted 
to management for comments and recommenda:ions. The results 
of evaluation may lead to new requirements to be implemented 
1n the system support and maintenance phase. 
Figure 9 shows the major activities associated with the 
"evaluation" phase. 
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EVALUATION PHASE ACTIVITIES 
Prepare and submit evaluation request 
Prepare evaluation plan 
Evaluate the system 
Prepare Evaluation Report 
Submit Evaluation Report to management 
for review and/or approval to proceed 
to the Support and Maintenance Phase. 
Figure 9 
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EVALUATION PHASE ACTIVITIES 
Prepare and submit evaluation request 
Prepare evaluation plan 
Evaluate the system 
Prepare Evaluation Report 
Submit Evaluation Report to management 
for review and/or approval to proceed 
to the Support and Maintenance Phase. 
figure 9 
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XIII. SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE PHASE 
Like the evaluation phase, the support and maintenance 
phase begins when the system becomes operational and 
continues throughout the system life-cycle. If a system is 
properly designed and documented, the amount of time and 
effort required in this phase is minimal. A well designed 
and documented system makes problems easy to find and easy 
to fix. In addition to modifying system logic, this phase 
also includes hardware repair and preventive maintenance. 
System modifications may be required due to several 
reasons, such as environmental or state-of-the-art changes. 
Although a system is designed for growth and flexibility, 
these parameters may be exceeded. If the system support and 
maintenance team cannot handle the required modifications, 
it may necessitate new development or even require the 
aeve!opment of a new replacement system. 
The major activities of the support and maintenance 
phase are; 
Evaluate support request 
Determine appropriate action 
Design aystom =odification1 
Jmple=ont, test and install =odi!ieations. 
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XIV. OTHER METHODOLOGIES 
"Total Systems Development" is 
design methodologies now in use. 
philosophy 1n the real world on many 
just one of several 
Having used this 
large and small 
projects, I feel that TSO provides an organized, 
well-planned and controlled environment in which to design a 
system. However, several development methodologies exist 
and other techniques should be examined. 
Of particular interest is 
Methodology" (SD:1) by Hice, Turner 
"Systems Development 
and Cashwell, Like TSO, 
SOM is a phased approach encompassing the entire system life 
cycle. For each stage of system development, activities are 
defined and methods of accomplishing these activities are 
identified. Output products. such as reports and document, 
are al10 identified. S0!1 has a human subsystem as well as a 
computer 1ub1ystem. and like TSO special attention is given 
to the human u1er and operator, 
SO.~ has only seven 1tage1 •• compared to the ton phase, 
of TSO. Tht seven 1tage1 of SDH are; 
Definition Stage 
Preliainary Do1ign Stag, 
Dotail D11i1n Stas• 
Proaraa and Human Job D•~•lopatnt Staie 
Tonina St111 
D4U Convu,ion and SyatcD I11plt1:11tnt1ticn Staa, 
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Operations and Maintenance Stage. 
Most of the stages of SOM are identical to the phases 
of TSO. The first stage of SOM is a definition stage, 
similar to the definition phase of TSO. However, the 
initial phases of TSO, proposal and feasibility, are crucial 
in the real-world for managerial decisions. The "project 
initiation request" and "feasibility report'' are vital 
management input and provide excellent documentation and 
information for other phases. These initial phases also 
help to prevent time lost satisfying user whims versus 
actual user needs, 
SOM has a "prog:-am and human job development" stage 
following its "detail design" stage prior to its "te1ting" 
stage. The activities of thia phaae are contained within 
the "detail deaign" phau of TSO. In this 1tage of SD.'t, 
program• art coded within the computer subsystem and ta1k1 
are defined within the human subsystem. Since SOM aplita 
its de1ign function from the actual codin, !unction. it may 
provide soat advantages that TSO does not provide in ttr•• 
of more control and 1111 mi1underat1ndin11. 
SE>ff doe, not have an "t\'aluationn phau. 11hich in TSO 
?rovid11 for continuou, ptrforaance a1a1ur,m1nt. A 1y1t•• 
au1t bo monitored to 1n1urt that ita initial objtctivta art 
bt 1n1, 11ft and :ha: ~ t1 o:: j td iv, :-cu in t. hit n••. 
TSD !otlow, tho 11=• atthodolo£Y 11 ~. nov,v,r tht 
fino: poinu o! the propoul. hHibU Hy :and ,..-aluation 
phase make it a more thorough development methodology. Both 
methodologies provide for a phased approach, providing more 
commitment as each stage progresses. Both use the outputs 
of a previous stage as inputs to the next stage and have 
preset activities to accomplish and procedures to follow. 
Most importantly, both methodologies have a human subsystem 
as well as a computer subsystem, and pay particular 
attention to the personnel side of the system throughout 
system development. 
Several other design methodologies exist. However, 
most of these other philosophies only provide for the actual 
system design versus the total system development. 
"Structured Systems Design" (SSD) is a top-down methodology 
defined by Orr. SSD examines the typical problems of system 
design whereas designers are too eager to solve the problems 
and thereby the system ia developed before problems are 
clearly defined and correctly diagnosed, Like TSO, SSD 
allocates mote time to atudy the problem so that less time 
is apent for the reaolution. Clear measurable goals muat be 
defined before system design can begin, 
SSD incorporate, the top-down ideas of Edgar Dijkstra. 
Top-down design is hierarchically organized, whereas each 
function (or pitce of a function) is related to another by 
s~quonco, alttrnation or repetition. By hierarchial 
1naly1a1, 01,n !unction ia 10,icatly broken into 1:1ller 
pucu thtroby providin, 11odul1ri:.t ion. &~· hiuarchial 
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synthesis, pieces are put back together thereby providing 
integration. All logical possibilities are examined. The 
basic activities of SSD are; 
Identify overall problem structure 
Identify output structures 
Identify logical data base structures 
Identify requirements into a basic system flow 
Identify already existing data requirements 
Identify affects of real-world events 
Develop logical update actions into 
a basic system hierarchy. 
SSD provides a logical approach to the actual design of 
a system. These techniques could be useful in the 
"preliminary design'' and ''detail design" phased of TSO. 
However. SSD, like many other deaign philoaophies. doe, not 
provide a complete methodology for the development of a 
total system. 
Several system 1naly1i1 and design methodologie1 have 
been defined, however they usually incorporate the clauic 
1cientific problea solving approoch of Cl) define the 
problom, (2) define the objectivH, (3) identify r11ources 
and constraint,. (4) dev1lop 1olution1. ind (5) choo11 1 
1olution. Obviously the11 a1thodologi11 do not provide th1 
o:-,1niZtd, cont:olltd and planned 1nvironaent ot TSD but 
their :cola a:, very u11ful tor actual 1y1to& dt1i1r., 
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XV. DESIGN TOOLS 
The stages of TSO provide for a planned, organized and 
controlled environment. However, several tools are 
available to help analyze problems, design solutions, and 
manage projects. 
Data collection is a critical activity for all system 
development work. Development projects need timely, valid 
data for input to the design process to make development 
decisions. The data collection process can be divided into 
three phases (planning, development and application). 
Activities for the planning phase include determining 
objectives, availability, sources, resources, and 
constraints of the data collection effort. During the 
development pha1e, a data collection plan is developed and 
analyzed. In the application phase, the data i1 acquired, 
analyzed, and edited. 
Data gathering is usually takon fro• current 
documentation, observation, quo1tionnairt1 and interview,. 
In inatancos whore is it not feasible to inttrviow or 
question the entire univtr10, 11mplin& ttchniquo1 will have 
to bo applied. The thoroughno11 and tht accuracy of the 
1amplin1 technique cho1on will bt critical to tho ro1ulta of 
th1 d1t1 collection proco11. 
S,voral di1craain, ttc:hniquH an avaihbh to help 
wit~ probl .. 1n1ly1i1 ind d11i1n aolutiona. Flovcharta. 
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data flow matrices, and data flow diagrams are popular 
methods used to depict the logic flow of a problem solution. 
For decision analysis, decision tables and decision trees 
are extremely helpful, Simulation techniques are becoming 
an extremely useful tool for system design. Gantt, Pert and 
CPM (Critical Path Method) charting techniques are 
invaluable tools for project management, As in SSD, the use 
of HIPO (Hierarchial Input Process Output) diagrams and 
Wernier diagrams are useful in representing a logical view 
of a system or subsystem, Another helpful tool becoming 
increasingly popular in system design groups is that of 
structured walk-throughs whereas a formal review of 
development products is conducted by a group of competent 
peers. These walk-throughs help to detect error, and 
improve product quality and communication 1kill1 while 
educating the group members, 
TSO provides the framework for 1yste~ development by 
defining the activities that must be performed. However. 
TSD doe, not force the uae of any particular tools. 
Therefore, any tool or group of tool1 can bt applied with 
Heh phase. 
11~.T :•• 
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XVI. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
TSD requires a planned, organized and controlled 
environment in which to be implemented. To maintain such an 
environment, good project management is required. 
A project is a one-time effort with a specific 
objective and an identifiable termination point. It should 
be planned, staffed, and controlled as an unique entity. 
Every project has a project manager to which the direct 
day-to-day responsibility for the project is assigned. 
Large projects may require project leaders (among which the 
project managers responsibilities can be delegated) and a 
project director (who can assume the responsibilities of 
overall coordination). 
A project director is high-level general management and 
is responsible for project setup. oversight and 
inter-department and/or inter-company coordination. 
Responsibilities include; 
- Approval of 1ystea definition/requirements 
Project mis1ion and direction 
Project approvals and funding 
- General re1ource co1mitatnt1 
Overall 1chtdule1 and priorities 
lnttr·org1niz1tional coordination 
- Monitor pro,r111 and exponditurot. 
A projoct 1111n111r i1 re1pon1iblt for tht direct 
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day-to-day management for project activities, products, 
personnel and budgets. Responsibilities include; 
Project scope and developmental objectives 
Resources needed 
Direction and technical quality of system 
Developmental and administrative procedures 
Work plans and estimates 
Control of schedules and costs 
Project status reporting 
Coordination of system install~lion and acceptance 
System change procedures. 
A project leader is delegated project 
responsibilities for a set of functions or 
Responsibilities include; 
management 
subsystems. 
Technical development of assigned sub-project 
Direct personnel supervision 
Assignment and load-leveling 
Work plans and schedules 
Status reporting 
Intra-project coordination 
Product quality and atandarda 
Sy1t1• ch1n11 evaluation and 11tia1tion, 
ln project a1n11•••nt, various dtci1ion1 •u•t bt aadt. 
Jt is i=por:ant to differentiate which v1ri1blt1 =~•t bt 
1ccor:mod1ttd and wntch v1ri1blo1 c1n ~• canipulattd, 
Yariabltl that UIUllly DUil bt ICCOl:flOdlltd ,ncludt 
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constraints, policy, procedures, and environment. Variables 
that usually can be manipulated include money, time, people, 
development technology, and product quality. Project 
management must examine and weigh each variable carefully 
before making a decision. 
Project management consists of three main functions 
which are (l) prepare overall project strategy (2) plan a 
project phase and (3) administer a project phase. Overall 
project strategy preparation is long-range planning which 
consists of determining the tentative scope of the project 
effort and developing system development and project 
management strategies. Project phase planning is 
short-range planning in which development. organization and 
control requirements are determined and phase plans are 
built. Administration of a project phase consists of 
organizing and controlling that project phase. Concurrent 
planning and administration enables a manager to administer 
one phase while planning the next phase while revising the 
overall plan. 
A project manager will assign project teams and must be 
able to work with the•• groJpl of people. Methods of 
=inaging group dynamic• include; 
Stimulate active verbal participation 
- Develop mtabor1' co1:a1unic1tion 1~ilt1 
- Maintain 1en1itivity to group proco11 
foater 1tron1 com=itmont to tn, iroup 
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Confront interpersonal problems 
Manage criticism 
Cultivate atmosphere of openness. 
Group motivation can be achieved by moving the control 
downward, i.e. fixing the authority at the lowest level, 
and by stimulating member identification of problems and 
solutions. 
Once the product requirements are defined, a project 
manager must identify the activities and technical support 
necessary to create these products. The activities and 
technical support and all dependency relationships must be 
scheduled. Use of activity event networking procedures 
should be used for scheduling. Common types of graphic 
networking scheduling are Program Evaluation Review 
Technique {PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM) and Gantt 
Sar Charts. 
Project management is critical to 7SD. The project 
manager must be capable o! planning. organizing and 
controlling the entire project. A project manager must be 
able to communicate clearly with all level, of management a, 
well as with all the project leaders and project team 
members. 
XVII. CONCLUSION 
"Total Systems Development" is a process of developing 
a system and like most such processes, it requires extensive 
front-end planning and analysis. However, unlike most other 
methodologies, TSO provides a controlled, planned, and 
organized environment in which the personnel subsystem is 
given equally as much attention as the computer subsystem, 
"Total Systems Development" is a phased development 
approach, similar to other development methodologies which 
decomposes their development activities into phases or 
steps. However, TSO consists of ten phases, which is a 
finer decomposition of development activities. TSD has 
predefined activities and output products for each phase and 
management approval is required for each stage before 
proceeding to the next phase. TSD is a step-by-step 
learning process. The outputs of one stage are inputs to 
the next phase. 
"Total Syatems Development" require, effective project 
management in order to maintain a planned, organized, and 
controlled environment. The project manager selected must 
bt able to lead tho development toama in tho activitita of 
planning, directin&, controllin& and oraanizing. The 
projoct m1n11tr must bt able to comaunicatt to tho mombera 
of upptr manaaoment as wel! 11 to tht m1mb1r1 of tht project 
to1111 and bt able to utilizt their 1kill1 and knowlod&t to 
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develop a total system. 
"Total Systems Development'' 1s primarily designed for 
large computer-based business systems but can be applied to 
the development of any system. TSD is an invaluable tool 
for systems development work and due to its success of 
real-world application, it has been adapted as the standard 
for system development by AT & T and the Bell System. 
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